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Thought for the week…

‘The heart is where peace begins, so fill it up with as much love as you
can and let it spread outward until other people can see and feel it – be
like the sun in the shadows’

Cat Stevens from his book ‘Peace Train’

Dear Parents,

This week has brought some unexpected
challenges for us all, and I am proud of how the
children have adapted, once again, to the
changes that this has necessitated.

We were looking forward to welcoming Dean Russell, MP for Watford, to the school
this week, but this visit has had to be postponed in the light of our recent covid
cases. His visit will be rescheduled as soon as possible.

I would like to welcome Mr Tim Merrill, who joined the school on Thursday to teach
Elm Class. Mr Merrill will be with us for the rest of the Autumn Term and I know that
he will make a positive contribution to the school.

Please continue to inform us should anyone in your family have a positive covid test
– this enables us to have a proactive approach to managing this in school.

Wishing you a restful weekend.

With best wishes,

Christina Singh

Headteacher

Stars of the week 8th October 2021
The following children have been nominated by
their Class Teachers to be star of the week this
week, for an aspect of learning, an achievement or
positive behaviour. However, all the children deserve
congratulations for a successful week.

Class

Nominee

Reason

Holly

Siana

For mapping a really detailed and well thought out
story line.

Willow

Hiteshree

For a fantastic re-telling of The Dragon Machine.
The written detail and illustrations really bought the
story to life.

Oak

Filip

For always trying hard and participating in all areas
of the curriculum.

Juniper

Lorenzo

For settling in fantastically to Nascot Wood Junior
School and working hard on developing his written
English.
Per essersi ambientato in modo fantastico alla
Nascot Wood Junior School e aver lavorato
duramente per sviluppare il suo inglese scritto.

Elm

Shayaan

For supporting his remote talk partner, including
working effectively with the technology.

Beech

Orla

For fantastic participation and subtraction skills
during Maths.

Rowan

Ben

For a fantastically written e-mail in our English
lesson, you fully embodied Julian and used his
mannerisms. Well done.

Poplar

Saanvi

For two reasons: for producing an excellent 'Year 6
Investigates' piece of work on percepts, and for
demonstrating precise and controlled skills in
pilates.
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All applicants were asked to submit a short video explaining why they thought they would
be a suitable candidate. These videos were shown to each class and the children voted for
their preferred candidate.
This gives the children an introduction to the idea of taking a democratic vote.

Below are the results – many congratulations to the successful candidates.

Phoenix
Bella and Dominic

Unicorn
Sofia S and Sam

Griffin

Dragon

Emmy and Lewis

Lucy and Adam

